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Abstract：The condition of patients with esophageal squamous cell carcinoma（ESCC）is difficult to be found and effec⁃

tively treated in the early stage of the disease due to the few types and low levels of tumor markers in the body. Therefore，
it is the most urgent problem for researchers to find a suitable marker for rapid and efficient detection. Platelet derived
growth factor－BB（PDGF－BB）is extremely important for the early diagnosis of malignancy. A DNA biosensor based on

enzyme cycle amplification fluorescence spectroscopy was designed for PDGF－BB detection in this work，using a shear⁃

ing enzyme that can cut the specified site to achieve the signal amplification，reducing the limit of detection from 1 fmol/L

to 1 amol/L，greatly improving the sensitivity of detection. This method is of great value in biochemical and medical ap⁃
plications for its simple，rapid and efficient diagnosis and detection on esophageal squamous cell carcinoma.
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要：食管鳞状细胞癌（ESCC）患者发病早期由于体内的肿瘤标志物种类少且含量低，难以在患病早期发

现疾病从而快速反应并有效治疗。因此，找到一种合适的标志物对其进行快速高效检测是研究者亟待解决的
问题。血小板衍生生长因子（PDGF－BB）在恶性肿瘤的早期诊断中具有极其重要的地位。该文基于酶循环放
大荧光光谱设计了一种用于 PDGF－BB 检测的 DNA 生物传感器，利用特定位点剪切酶，实现了信号放大，检

出限由 1 fmol/L 降至 1 amol/L，大大提高了检测的灵敏度。该方法通过检测血液中 PDGF－BB 浓度，从而实现
对 ESCC 的简单、快速、高效诊断，在生物化学和医学应用上具有重要价值。
关键词：肿瘤标志物；DNA 生物传感器；酶循环放大；荧光检测

Esophageal squamous cell carcinoma（ESCC）is a global malignant tumor， especially common in eastern
countries， accounting for about 90% of all esophageal cancers in the world. Due to its strong invasion， the
ability of metastasis and recurrence，and lack of effective biomarkers for early detection，it has high mortality
and poor prognosis［1－3］. Nowadays， various tumor markers have been gradually discovered by scientists and
used as diagnostic tools for cancer in biomedical research［4－5］. Protein is considered one of the timely，
effective，and accurate biomarkers for cancer detection［6－8］.
Platelet derived growth factor（PDGF） is a basic protein that regulates the growth and proliferation of
human cells［9－10］. PDGF and its receptor have constructed a valuable diagnostic system for disease through
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specific binding［11］. Among them， PDGF－BB is directly related to a variety of biological behaviors such as
proliferation and metastasis of tumor cells and is not expressed in normal cells or its expression level is very
low. Therefore，PDGF－BB as a target protein marker for the detection of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma
plays a key role in the diagnosis and treatment of ESCC［12－15］.
At present，researchers have developed a variety of detection methods for PDGF－BB，including affinity
chromatography， enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay（ELISA）， electrochemical analysis， etc. ［11，13，16－19］.
These detection methods limited their application in practical clinical practice due to their price， complex
operation， and long analysis time. Therefore， finding a new detection method that is efficient， simple and
inexpensive is of great significance to the prevention，diagnosis，treatment，and monitoring of ESCC. It is also
urgent to improve the detection sensitivity on the basis of original detection method［2，20-21］. DNA，as the carrier
of genetic information of organisms，is ubiquitous in organisms and has good biocompatibility. Moreover，due
to its controllable size and shape，DNA biosensors based on base complementary pairs have become a hot topic
for scholars of multiple disciplines［22－25］. Several reports of DNA biosensors detecting proteins with similar
concepts have been reported in the past. For example，Zhang et al. ［26］ designed a AuNPs colorimetric sensor for
detecting PDGF－BB. Its limit of detection is 1. 1 nmol/L，and when the concentration is beyond 4. 0 nmol/L
we can use the naked eye for simple and direct visualization detection. But this method needed a long time to
synthesize and detect. Also，it is not enough sensitive. Gan et al.［13］ developed a simple proximity hybridizationinduced on particle DNA walker for ultrasensitive detection of proteins， such as PDGF－BB. Its limit of
detection is higher than the previous method. But it uses a large number of DNAs，so not cheaper. Compared
with the two methods reported above， the established method uses less DNA and has an obvious quenching
effect. In other words，this method is simple and takes less time in synthesis and detection.
Here，we designed a new DNA biosensor，as shown in Fig. 1. Based on the characteristic that PDGF-BB
is specifically bound with DNA aptamer（DNA1）to form a stable complex，we modified the amino on DNA1，
which was a part of double-stranded DNA（DNA3）combined with carboxyl magnetic beads to form magnetic
probes through amide reaction. In the presence of PDGF－BB， PDGF－BB formed a stable complex with
DNA1 with magnetic beads，and a free complementary sequence of DNA1（DNA2）was obtained after magnetic
separation. Hairpin DNA was then added，which was modified with the fluorescence group（FAM）at one end
and the fluorescence quenching group（BHQ1）at the other end. DNA2 could turn on the hairpin DNA and then
cut specific sites of the double-stranded DNA by adding a shearing enzyme（Nb. BbvCI）to restore and amplify
the fluorescence signal. On the contrary， in the absence of PDGF－BB， DNA2 could not bind to hairpin
DNA，Nb. BbvCI could not perform enzyme digestion，and fluorescence signal might not be recovered，so it
could not be detected. This method detected PDGF－BB simply，sensitively and efficiently，and the detection
limit was reduced to 1 amol/L， which had important research significance for the prevention， diagnosis，
treatment，and monitoring of ESCC.

1
1. 1

Fig. 1

Schematic diagram of PDGF－BB detection by enzyme cycle amplification fluorescence spectroscopy

Experimental

Reagents and apparatus

The DNA sequences used in the experiment are shown in Table 1 were purchased from genscript Biotechnology
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（Nanjing， China）. Carboxyl magnetic beads（10 mg/mL） were purchased from Shanghai Carboxylphenyls
Biomedical Company（Shanghai，China）. PDGF－BB was purchased from Pepro Tech Company（Cranbury，NJ，
USA）. Nb. BbvCI shearing enzyme was purchased from NEW ENGLAND Bio Labs（NEB， England）. NHydroxysuccinimide（NHS）and N-（3-dimethylaminopropyl）-N ′
-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride（EDC）were
all purchased from Aladdin（Shanghai， China）. Tris（Hydroxymethyl）aminomethane（Tris） and chemical
reagents such as magnesium chloride（MgCl2）were analytical reagents（AR）. The solution and centrifuge tubes
used in the experiment were treated with 0. 1% DEPC ultrapure water and sterilized by high temperature and
high-pressure steam.
F－7000 fluorescence spectrophotometer（Hitachi， Japan）. Gas bath water bath constant temperature
oscillator（Lichen， China）. Ultrasonic cleaning instrument（Shanghai Kedao Ultrasonic Instrument Co. ，
LTD. ）， precision electronic balance（Shanghai， China）. pH meter（PHS－3C）（Shanghai， China）. Highspeed centrifuge（Hangzhou， China）. PCR amplification instrument（Hangzhou， China）. Electrophoresis
apparatus and electrophoresis tank（Beijing， China）. Zeta potential determination and particle size analyzer
（Malvern，UK）.
DNA
DNA1
DNA2
Hairpin DNA

Table 1

DNA sequence used in the experiment

Sequence
5ʹ-NH2-CATCT CCGGT CGAAA TAGTT AGT ACAGG CTACG GCACG TAGAG CATCA CCATG ATCCT GT-3ʹ
3ʹ-TGTCC GATGC CGACTCC CGTGC ATCTC GTAGT GGTAC-5ʹ
5ʹ-FAM-CATGG TGATG ACAGG CTACG GCTGAGG GCACG TAGAG CATCA CCATG-BHQ1-3ʹ

DNA1：the underlined part is PDGF－BB adaptor；DNA2：the underlined part is the shearing enzyme recognition site；hairpin DNA：under⁃
line partial complementary pairing

1. 2

Activation of carboxyl magnetic beads

1. 3

Preparation of DNA immunomagnetic probe

1. 4

Combination of PDGF－BB and immunomagnetic probe

1. 5

Hairpin DNA reacts with supernatant

1. 6

Nb. BbvCI cycle amplification reaction

25 μL carboxyl-modified magnetic beads（5 mg/mL）and 50 μL PBS buffer solution（pH 7. 4）were mixed，
centrifuged at 11 000 r/min for 5 min， removed supernatant， then added another 50 μL PBS buffer solution
（pH 7. 4），repeated 3 times. 50 μL EDC solution（0. 2 mol/L）was added and activated for 30 min in a 37 ℃
incubator. Next， 50 μL NHS solution（0. 8 mol/L）was added， mixed evenly， and activated for 1 h at room
temperature. Finally， the activated beads were washed with PBS buffer solution 3 times and dispersed in
50 μL PBS buffer solution.
12. 5 μL DNA1（5. 0 × 10－8 mol/L）was added to 12. 5 μL TM buffer solution（10 mmol/L Tris-HCl and
30 mmol/L MgCl2）. The mixture was evenly mixed and the reaction lasted for 5 min at 65 ℃ ， and the
temperature was slowly reduced to room temperature. After 12. 5 μL DNA2（5. 0 × 10－8 mol/L）and 12. 5 μL
TM buffer were added，the mixture was homogenized and shaken at 37 ℃ for 12 h to obtain DNA3.
The DNA magnetic probe was obtained by mixing the double stranded DNA with the activated
immunomagnetic beads and shaking the DNA magnetic probe at 37 ℃ for 30 min. The DNA magnetic probes
were washed 3 times with PBS buffer solution and dispersed in 50 μL PBS buffer solution.
After mixing 5 μL PDGF－BB solution with DNA immunomagnetic probe，the reaction was performed on
a constant temperature shaker at 37 ℃ for 30 min， then centrifuged at 12 000 r/min for 3 min， and the
supernatant was removed for later use.
The 50 μL hairpin DNA（5. 0 × 10－8 mol/L）was mixed with the supernatant and reacted at 37 ℃ for
30 min. The fluorescence value was measured.
2 μL Nb. BbvCI shearing enzyme and 10 μL Nb. BbvCI buffer were added to the system，and shaked at
37 ℃ for 40 min. Then the fluorescence values of the system which through Nb. BbvCI shearing enzyme cyclic
amplification were measured.
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Results and discussion
Experimental feasibility study

2. 1. 1 Synthesis and characterization of DNA3 Ac⁃
cording to theoretical support［27］ ， the synthesized doublestranded DNA was more unstable than the single-stranded
DNA，so the absolute value of the measured zeta value was
large. We characterized the synthesized DNA3 by zeta po⁃
tential measurement and agarose gel electrophoresis experi⁃
ment. The characterization results were as follows. Accord⁃
ing to the data in Fig. 2A，the potential of DNA3 was more
negative， which was consistent with the theory， indicating
the successful synthesis of DNA3. According to research，
the larger the molecular weight of DNA had， the slower it
swam in the electric pool under a given electric field［28］.
Therefore， in the electrophoretic diagram， the synthesized
DNA3 should swim more slowly than the single-stranded
DNA1 and DNA2. According to the data obtained in
Fig. 2B， the DNA3 swam the slowest， indicating that the
synthesis of DNA3 was successful. Combining the above
two characterization results， the successful synthesis of
DNA3 laid a good foundation for the development of subse⁃
quent experiments.
2. 1. 2 Feasibility study of enzyme cycle amplifica⁃
tion We used the methods from step “1. 5”， and deter⁃
mined fluorescence，then obtain the curve in Fig. 3. Under
the same conditions， 50 μL hairpin structure DNA（1. 0 ×
10－7 mol/L） was used as a blank test to measure fluores⁃
cence， and a control curve was obtained. Finally， the
fluorescence curve of the enzyme digestion system was ob⁃
tained. As hairpin structure DNA has both FAM fluores⁃
cence groups and fluorescence quenching groups，fluores⁃
cence is very low when it is alone. The results showed that
the fluorescence was increased several times after cyclic
amplification under the same conditions. Therefore， this
method can reduce the detection limit concentration of

Fig. 2

Synthesis characterization of DNA3

A：zeta potential of DNA1，DNA2，and DNA3（error bars
show the standard deviation of three experiments）；B：charac⁃
terization diagram of agarose gel electrophoresis（1：DNA1，
2：DNA2，3：DNA3）

PDGF－BB.

2. 2

Selection of experimental conditions

To ensure the accuracy and sensitivity of this assay，
we examined the system fluorescence value of PDGF-BB
Fig. 3 Fluorescence signal spectra of different samples
－7
concentration of 1. 0 × 10 mol/L under different pH
values， temperatures， and time conditions after the addition of the shearing enzyme. As shown in Fig. 4， it
could be determined from Fig. 4A that the fluorescence signal was significantly reduced in both acidic and
alkaline environments， indicating that either too high or too low pH will affect the activity of the shearing
enzyme，thus weakening the fluorescence signal. In addition，the experimental results in Fig. 4B showed that
temperature also affected the shearing enzyme. Within a certain range， the temperature from 15 ℃ to 45 ℃，
the fluorescence value gradually increased with the increase of temperature，and when the temperature reached
45 ℃，the fluorescence signal decreased significantly，similar to the situation without the addition of shearing
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enzyme. The results showed that the enzyme activity was lost due to high temperature，so the purpose of cyclic
amplification could not be achieved. Finally， we explored the effect of reaction time on the experiment. In
Fig. 4C， as the reaction time increased， the fluorescence signal gradually increased. When the time was
extended to 40 min， the fluorescence signal intensity reached its maximum. When the reaction time was
increased， the fluorescence value remained unchanged， indicating the high efficiency of the enzyme. We
determined the optimal conditions of the experiment by detecting the fluorescence value of the 1. 0 × 10－7 mol/L
PDGF－BB at different pH values， different temperatures， and different reaction times. The experimental
results were satisfactory at pH 7. 4，temperature of 35 ℃，and reaction time of 40 min.

Fig. 4

Fluorescence spectra detected in different pH values（A），different reaction temperatures（B）and different reaction time（C）

2. 3

Specificity of PDGF-BB detected by immunomagnetic probes

error bars show the standard deviation of three experiments

To avoid false positive or false negative phenome⁃
na in the experiment and future application of the tech⁃
nique，we conducted specific detection for the probe.
Here， bovine serum albumin（BSA）， human serum
albumin（HSA）， and PDGF－BB were selected to
evaluate the specificity of the technique. The experi⁃
mental results are shown in Fig. 5， in which， when
PDGF－BB was co-incubated with the probe，the fluo⁃
rescence intensity was higher. The fluorescence signal
of other proteins was not significantly enhanced. The
results preliminarily confirmed that the technique had
relatively high specificity in detecting PDGF－BB.

2. 4 Detection of PDGF－BB by DNA bio⁃
sensor

Fig. 5 Selectivity of immunomagnetic probes based on enzyme cy⁃
cle amplification technology to BSA，HSA and PDGF－BB
all with concentrations of 1. 0 × 10－ 7 mol/L； error bars show the stan⁃
dard deviation of three experiments

In order to explore the advantages of this method，a comparative study was conducted on the enzyme-free
system and the system with the shearing enzyme cycle. It was found that the enzyme-cycle system had great
advantages，with improved sensitivity and reduced detection limit.

2. 4. 1 Detection limit analysis of PDGF－BB in enzyme-free system We performed fluorescence
analysis on the enzyme-free system，and the results were shown in Fig. 6A and 6B. The fluorescence signal inten⁃
sity increased with the increase of PDGF－BB concentration. The fluorescence signal at 518 nm and the PDGF－
BB concentration had a good linear relationship in the range of 1.0 × 10－15 mol/L to 1.0 × 10－10 mol/L. The linear
regression equation of the standard curve was Y = 53.662 9X + 1 317.052 3(Y：fluorescence signal intensity，X：
log value of PDGF－BB concentration； the same below)，r2=0.999 2. The results showed that the detection limit
concentration of PDGF－BB by DNA biosensor without enzyme system was 1.0 × 10－15 mol/L.
2. 4. 2 Detection limit analysis of PDGF－BB by Nb. BbvCI shearing enzyme cycle system In or⁃
der to improve the detection sensitivity，Nb. BbvCI shearing enzyme was added in the experiment，as shown in
Fig.6C and 6D. When the concentration of PDGF－BB was between 1.0 × 10－7 mol/L and 1.0 × 10－18 mol/L，the
fluorescence signal intensity decreased with the decrease of PDGF－BB concentration. The fluorescence signal
at 518 nm and the PDGF－BB concentration showed a good linear relationship between 1.0 × 10－17 mol/L and
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1.0 × 10－10 mol/L. The linear regression equation of the standard curve was Y = 306.897 8X + 6 849.153 4，r2=
0.999 4. The detection limit of PDGF－BB in the enzyme circulation system was 1.0 amol/L. Compared with the
enzyme-free system，the linear correlation was better and the range of linear correlation was wider.

Fig. 6

Fluorescence signal spectra of different concentrations of PDGF－BB（A，C）and the standard curves of fluorescence intensi⁃
ty at 518 nm and PDGF－BB concentration（B，D）
enzyme-free systems（A，B）and enzyme cycle system（C，D）

Compared with other reported detection methods，the detection limit of the established method was reduced

from nmol/L or pmol/L level to amol/L level（Table 2）. In addition， the method has a good linear correlation in

the range of 1. 0 × 10－17 mol/L to 1. 0 × 10－10 mol/L. In other words，this method has higher sensitivity and lower

detection limits. The traditional method has the disadvantages of being time-consuming， complex， and having
low sensitivity. Therefore，this method can be used as a useful substitute or supplement to other assays.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2. 5

Table 2

Comparison of this work with the other studies for determination of PDGF－BB
Detection limit
9. 6 pmol/L
3. 43 pmol/L
3. 2 pmol/L
50 fg/mL
0. 13 nmol/L
1. 1 nmol/L
10 fmol/L
1. 1 fmol/L
1. 0 amol/L

Linear range
10 pmol/L－20 nmol/L
4. 5－3 000 pmol/L
10 pmol/L－100 nmol/L
0. 1 pg/mL－50 ng/mL
0. 2－100 nmol/L
2. 0－80 nmol/L
10 fmol/L－1 nmol/L
0. 01－100 pmol/L
10 amol/L－0. 1 nmol/L

Reference
［8］
［13］
［16］
［17］
［19］
［26］
［29］
［30］
This work

Detection of PDGF－BB in blood samples

Finally，the DNA biosensor based on enzyme cycle amplification was used to detect the blood samples of

some patients with ESCC. The average value of detected fluorescence was substituted into the working curve Y =
306. 897 8X + 6 849. 153 6， and the content of PDGF－BB in the blood samples was calculated. The lowest
level of PDGF－BB in blood samples from these patients was 3. 89 × 10－16 mol/L and the highest level was
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3. 16 × 10－13 mol/L. In the enzyme-free system， PDGF－BB in blood of the lowest patient could not be
detected，resulting in the patient missing the optimal treatment. The DNA biosensor we designed by amplifying
the signal， improves the detection limit by three orders of magnitude on the original basis， and has high
sensitivity，which is expected to further test its performance and achieve biological applications.

3

Conclusions

In this study， a new method was developed for the detection of PDGF－BB based on enzyme cycle
amplification. The method made full use of the characteristics of PDGF－BB and used a shear enzyme to
amplify the fluorescence signal， which greatly improved the detection sensitivity and reduced the detection
limit. According to the above experimental results， the detection limit of PDGF－BB in the detection system
without enzyme cycle amplification was 1. 0 fmol/L. The detection limit of PDGF－BB was reduced to 1. 0 amol/L
in the enzyme cycle amplification system with the shearing enzyme. It could be shown that the detection limit of
PDGF－BB was reduced 1 000 times by cyclic amplification of fluorescence signal using Nb. BbvCI shearing
enzyme. This method is expected to simplify the diagnosis and detection of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma
and is of great significance in biochemistry and medical clinic.
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